February 23, 2001

DPRK, ROK, and Chinese Delegates arrive at San Francisco International Airport.
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February 25, 2001

DPRK Engineers take part in East Asia Energy Futures Framework meeting
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March 1, 2001

DPRK Engineers take part in LEAP software training
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March 2, 2001

Chatting with Frank Porto of the Department of Energy

Sailing on board the Pegasus
March 3, 2001

Web & Internet Training
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March 6, 2001

Designing Water Purification system, with David Greene
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March 8, 2001

Inspecting installed ultraviolet water purification unit

Tasting purified water
Jason Miller of the Center for Solar Living explains photovoltaics

Inspecting solar water heater
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March 9, 2001

Inspecting wind turbine blades, Powerworks, Altamont Pass

Delegation at Altamont Pass Wind Farm
A wind turbine at Altamont Pass

Inspecting monitoring equipment at Tracy Biomass Plant
An inverter at Xantrex Corporation

Ray Hudson of Xantrex shows a transistor to Kim Kwan Ho of the Nonconventional Energy Development Center
Checking out the boiler at Tracy Biomass Plant
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March 10, 2001

Discussing biogas with Dr. Ramesh Bhatia
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March 11, 2001

In front of the Golden Gate Bridge
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March 12, 2001

Discussing DPRK-Nautilus project at Center for International Security & Cooperation (CISAC), Stanford U.
Kim Il Bong of the Korean Anti-Nuke Peace Committee and Kim Chang Il of the Nonconventional Energy Development Center present a hat to Dr. Bill Perry (Nautilus Executive Director Peter Hayes in background).

Participants at CISAC dinner.
DPRK Delegates and Secretary Perry pose with Stanford caps

Peter Hayes makes a toast at farewell dinner